If you enjoyed reading this bestselling book about how the US gov’t recruited scientists to keep their knowledge away from the Soviet Union or are waiting on the hold list for the library’s copy here are some similar titles we would like to suggest.
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Blowback: U.S. recruitment of Nazis and its effects on the Cold War by Christopher Simpson

Dark side of the moon: Wernher von Braun, the Third Reich, and the space race by Wayne Biddle

Double cross: the true story of the D-day spies by Ben Macintyre (940.54 Mac)

Hunting Eichmann: how a band of survivors and a young spy agency chased down the world's most notorious Nazi by Neal Bascomb (921 EICHMANN)

Hunting evil: the Nazi war criminals who escaped and the quest to bring them to justice by Guy Walters

The irregulars: Roald Dahl and the British spy ring in wartime Washington by Jennet Conant (940.5486 Con)

Operation Mincemeat: how a dead man and a bizarre plan fooled the Nazis and assured an allied victory by Ben Macintyre (940.5486 Mac)

The Shadow war against Hitler: the covert operations of America's wartime secret intelligence service by Christof Mauch

Space Race by Deborah Cadbury (629.409 Cad)